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Laser Therapy Caps For Hair Growth





                6 min daily laser technology for thicker, healthier hair.
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                Why Use a Laser Therapy Cap for Hair Growth?
              

                Hair loss is a problem for many people, with androgenetic alopecia especially affecting both men and women of all ages. Using a laser hair regrowth cap is a viable way to manage and maintain your hair.

              


    

  















  
  
        
          What To Expect From Capillus Caps
        

        
          Keep in mind that it takes time for hair to grow. You will not notice results immediately as it takes time to restore follicle health and then for the new strands of hair to grow. We recommend you take pictures of your scalp before you begin treatment so you can effectively keep track of results.

The following is a general guideline of what to expect in your hair restoration journey.

        


      	
            1-2 Months
Shedding may temporarily increase as feeble hairs begin to make room for the new and stronger hair to grow.
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            3-4 Months
You may begin to see a decrease in shedding while new hairs start to grow.
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            5-6 Months
Shedding should have slowed down, and you should begin to see minor visible results.
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            6+ Months
At this point, shedding may have stopped, and now your hair follicles should be growing new hair. Do not stop here, keep going and growing! 
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        *Six months for results is a general timeline and is not indicative of a guaranteed timeline for everyone. Individual results may vary.

    
  

  
















  
    
      
                Does Using a Laser Therapy Cap for Hair Loss Work?
              

                Yes, a hair-stimulating cap of this type definitely works. People are often skeptical about the efficacy of using a laser hair therapy cap. However, these caps are worth considering thanks to their effective nature. 
An experimental study has shown that using a red light cap for hair loss makes a significant difference, with patients showing improvements in terms of both hair density and hair thickness.

              


    

  






  
    
      Does Laser Therapy Really Work?

    
    
      No matter your gender, age, genetics or hair goals.
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                How Does a 
 Laser Therapy Hair Treatment Work
              

                If you’re going to use a laser hair growth device for hair growth, then you probably want to know how a hair regrowth hat works.

The path that scientists walked before developing the first laser hat for hair loss was a long and winding one. Originally, the intent was to use lasers to treat tumors, but the laser was nowhere near strong enough to have the desired effect. However, the lasers stimulated an increased response in both healing and hair growth.

This discovery led to an entirely new field of study called low-level light therapy, which is what happens when you use a laser hair growth device. The reasoning behind this device’s effectiveness is actually fairly straightforward: Specific molecules within the skin layer can convert red light energy into a usable format. 

Red light energizes Cytochrome-C-oxidase, an enzyme that occurs naturally within mitochondria, causing the enzyme to become more efficient at cellular respiration. Since cellular respiration is a significant part of many growth-related processes, this increase helps improve hair growth, density, and even cellular growth.


              


    

  
















  
    
      
                The Science Behind Lasers
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                What Is the Difference Between the Different Types of Laser Therapy Caps?
              

                When you buy a laser hair growth cap, it’s good to understand the differences between the different devices. As you’ve undoubtedly noticed, the price range on different laser cap models can vary significantly. But you may not understand the difference between the entry-level models and the more expensive products. Let’s take a closer look at the differences between the different models.

              

                Number of Diodes
              

                The biggest difference between an entry-level laser cap and a more expensive model is the number of diodes.
Entry-level laser cap models generally have far fewer diodes than their premium counterparts. Naturally, fewer diodes spread out with more distance between them will also result in a less efficient product. This is why most people prefer the higher-priced models.

              

                Diode Placement
              

                The other significant difference between entry-level and higher-priced models is that the diode placement varies. In lower-cost laser cap models, the diodes are generally spaced further apart over the entire head.
Alternatively, the diodes may be reasonably densely spaced but over a specific part of the head. This can be useful if you’re trying to improve hair growth on a specific part of your head, but it's not convenient in all cases. 

              


    

  





















  
    Compare Capillus Laser Therapy Caps
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            Achieve Clinically Proven Results

           
            

  
    one-time payment
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              View Product Details
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              304 Laser Diodes
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              Bluetooth Connectivity
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            Reinvigorate Your Hair and Scalp
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              View Product Details
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              Medium Coverage
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              214 Laser Diodes
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              Bluetooth Connectivity
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            Maintain Your Youthful Appearance

           
            

  
    one-time payment
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                Make the easy choice - Capillus.

              

                Capillus vs Others
              

                Our competitors use a mixture of LEDs and laser diodes, in the hopes of achieving the same results.
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						Medical-Grade Lasers Diodes
	6 mins sessions
	Assembled in USA
	LaserFlex Silicone
	Interchangeable sports cap


				

			

		

		
			
				
						LEDs and Lasers
	30 mins sessions
	Assembled in China
	Plastic
	Hard helmet plastic exterior
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        Male Hair Loss Classification
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Female Hair Loss Classification
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                Is Capillus Laser Cap Right for you?
              

                  Take the Assesment
                

    

  

















  
  
        
          The Scientifically Proven Solution
        

        
          No matter your gender, age, genetics or hair goals.

        


      	
            Dr. Samer Muala
“Capillus is superior to the other brands of caps out there”
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            Virtual Consultation
Connect with Dr. Samer Muala

Schedule Consultation
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            Capillus Experts
Connect with one of our hair experts.

Schedule Call
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        Let’s stay in touch! Sign up for news and exclusive offers.

          
            
              
              
                Subscribe
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Address: 
1715 NW 82 Ave, Miami, FL, 33126

Customer Service: 
info@capillus.com

Toll Free: 
+1-888-470-2710
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